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Abstract
Although cloud computing is a powerful tool for analyz-
ing large datasets, it is not appropriate tool for highly
distributed data. In such cases, moving data to a central
location incurs high network overhead. To avoid this,
Nebula distributes computation over a wide-area network
while trying to maintain locality to data. However, Neb-
ula has few mechanisms for creating redundant copies
for computational tasks. We introduce a scheduler that
preemptively creates redundant copies of tasks reduc-
ing the average task execution time at the cost of overall
throughput in the case where the system sees no failures.
1 Introduction
Cloud computing has established itself as the de facto
way to provide many types of online services and con-
duct data analysis. However, data is often being pro-
duced in a distributed fashion, and moving it to a cen-
tral location for analysis is expensive. For example, con-
ducting log analysis on logs that generated around the
globe incurs both high latency and bandwidth consump-
tion. Systems which distribute computation to be close to
the data are more appropriate for such workloads. Neb-
ula is a system that distributes computation and storage
tasks to volunteers that are connected over a wide-area
network [9].
Nebula consists of a variety of centralized components
that manage resources, schedule tasks, and queue jobs.
Users post applications to Nebula which are broken up
into jobs (e.g. map and reduce) which are then broken
up into tasks that are then executed on compute nodes.
Volunteers join the system as either a compute or data
storage (datastore) node, but can optionally serve both
tasks. The volunteer nodes are inherently an unreliable
resource. Volunteer resources may be removed from the
system at any moment, which could force the system to
re-execute work. Because both computation and data
storage are done using volunteer resources, this exas-
perates the issue of fault-tolerance further, and questions
arise with regards to the interactions between data stor-
age and computation. Nebula has been designed to exe-
cute many types of jobs, but the ones most often run on
Nebula are MapReduce jobs [5]. For these, the primary
concern with losing datastore nodes is that the data lost
will have to be recomputed (if possible) and losing com-
pute nodes requires tasks to be rescheduled. However,
it is also desirable for the system to maintain good data
locality between the compute and datastore nodes that
are communicating with each other in order to maximize
performance.
Nebula has limited support for redundancy in data
storage. Nebula will maintain three replicas for all data
stored in the system. This is akin to GFS which was
designed to store data in a centralized cluster environ-
ment [6]. Such environments are very different from that
of Nebula. Ideally, enough replicas should be maintained
so that data is Byzantine fault-tolerant [8] which has been
done is systems like Glacier [7]. However, maintain-
ing few replicas reduces overhead and may be sufficient
for short-lived data (e.g. intermediate results) so a hy-
brid mechanism would likely take better advantage of
resources.
Originally, Nebula only redundantly scheduled com-
pute tasks when spare compute nodes were available.
This may seem to maximize performance, but stragglers
often act as performance bottlenecks [5]. Additionally,
because volunteers may leave the system without warn-
ing, failures are also common. So in order to increase
the consistency in computational time, it is important to
schedule tasks on multiple compute nodes. Once one
node completes, we may cancel the redundant tasks as
they are no longer necessary.
1.1 Contributions
Our contributions are as follows:
Figure 1: Nebula Architecture
1. We develop a notion of reliability for compute
nodes and maintain estimates of this for all compute
nodes.
2. We develop a mechanism to schedule tasks to run
on a group of compute nodes so that they may meet
a target reliability level.
We find that our solution incurs some overhead while
decreasing average per-task computational time. We also
find that our solution executes fewer tasks simultane-
ously while maintaining similar utilization rates.
2 Nebula System Architecture
As illustrated in Figure 1, all compute and datastore
nodes in Nebula are volunteer resources that are inher-
ently unreliable whereas Nebula Central, Monitor, Data-
Store Master, and ComputePool Master are dedicated,
reliable services running in a centralized location. As
mentioned earlier, since any user can donate their com-
putational and storage resources, it is possible that a vol-
unteer node will function both as a compute and data
node.
• Nebula Central is the front-end layer which allows
users to interact with the system. It provides a web-
based portal to join the system as a compute or data-
store node, upload files into the datastore, and post
applications to run on Nebula.
• Nebula Monitor provides health-checking and net-
work performance monitoring services for all com-
pute and datastore nodes in Nebula. This informa-
tion is updated periodically and used by the Com-
putePool Master and DataStore Master for node se-
lection to run tasks and upload files respectively.
• The DataStore Master tracks the metadata of all
files and remaining storage available within datas-
tore nodes. It also receives periodical updates from
Nebula Monitor about which datastore nodes are
currently online, the locations of online datastore
nodes, and the bandwidth of datastore nodes. This
information is used by the DataStore Master to de-
termine which data nodes should be assigned when
a user upload files to Nebula. Datastore nodes pro-
vide put and get APIs to access the data.
• The ComputePool Master performs task schedul-
ing for the compute nodes. Like to the DataStore
Master, it receives periodical updates from the Neb-
ula Monitor with health and bandwidth information
about compute nodes. When scheduling tasks, the
ComputePool Master will attempt to maximize data
locality and avoid selecting low-performance nodes.
Compute nodes execute tasks within a Native Client
(NaCl) sandbox [11] to isolate volunteers from any
potential malicious users of Nebula. However, us-
ing NaCl provides other challenges as it drastically
reduces the ability of Nebula code to request sys-
tem information. This in turns makes it difficult to
measure compute performance and monitor system
activity (which is useful for identifying when the
system is under light load).
Nebula MapReduce is distinct from from standard
MapReduce in that map tasks do not send data directly
to reduce tasks. Rather, they write the intermediate re-
sults to the datastore. In the original MapReduce, map
tasks communicate directly with reduce tasks to avoid
the overhead of writing to a distributed filesystem [5].
However, the map tasks were assumed to be running on
hardware that is much more reliable than what Nebula
uses, so this optimization would provide no benefit to
Nebula.
3 Design
The ComputePool Master will only schedule tasks to ex-
ecute redundantly when there are unused compute nodes
after scheduling all of the queued tasks. This is not ideal
because it does not gracefully handle stragglers or com-
plete node failures gracefully. The authors of a previ-
ous paper developed a solution [4] for the same problem
in BOINC—another system that uses volunteer compute
resources, but is different in that it has centralized data
storage [1]. We have adapted and extended the approach
used in the paper for use in Nebula.
For every compute node, we maintain a reliability es-
timate. This number represents the probability of re-
ceiving a correct response from the node within a timely
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Figure 2: Task execution times on the original and modified schedulers
manner. This is computed by maintaining a counter for
the number of tasks scheduled on that node and a counter
for measuring the number of tasks that have failed or
timed out. We then compute the number of successful
tasks and divide this by the total to find the reliability of
the node. As a result, this also measures performance to
some extent. For a given task, we then select compute
nodes using the Random-Fit algorithm found in [4] with
a small extension: we measure the standard deviation of
the reliability scores and place bounds on the values. If
we let bmax represent the deviation we are willing to al-
low, then any nodes with reliability< µ−bmaxσ will not
be scheduled on, and reliability scores will be capped
at µ + bmaxσ . We do this so that nodes will very low
reliability scores are ignored and so that nodes cannot
have overly optimistic reliability scores to avoid unreal-
istic values that are likely an artifact of our estimation
mechanism.
4 Evaluation
We have deployed Nebula on PlanetLab [2], where we al-
located 8 nodes as computational resources and 8 nodes
for data storage. Nebula Central, Monitor, DataStore
Master, and ComputePool Master were all run on a ded-
icated machine with an Intel R© Xeon R© CPU E5-2609
and 16 GB of memory. The application that we executed
was the standard MapReduce WordCount with a 128 MB
file. The file was split into 10 MB chunks that were ran-
domly distributed across the datastore nodes, and we cre-
ated one task per chunk. For our modified scheduler, we
enforced a minimum of two compute nodes per reliabil-
ity group and a maximum of six. Additionally, we set
bmax = 2 to enforce that reliability scores be no more than
two standard deviations away from the mean. We then
compared the original scheduler with ours using target
reliabilities of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. All results are averaged
over five runs.
Figures 2-4 refer to the original scheduler as ‘MR’
and our modified versions as ‘Repl.’ As expected, Fig-
ure 2a demonstrates that the average runtime of a task has
decreased. This suggests that in the face of stragglers,
our scheduler will be able to maintain it’s performance
characteristics better than the original Nebula scheduler.
However, as Figure 2b indicates, the time taken to com-
plete jobs has gone up substantially. This is a trade-off
that can be made per-job by adjusting the parameters
used in the scheduler.
In Figures 3 and 4, the reason for the dip near the
middle of graph is that the map job was nearing com-
pletion and the reduce job could not begin until the map
job completed. Figure 4 shows that the utilization of the
schedulers is similar so they are using roughly the same
resources. When taken in the context of Figure 3, it also
tells us that the original scheduler uses its resources to
run more tasks simultaneously whereas the new one uses
them for redundancy.
Overall, these results indicate to us that the trade-offs
made in the design show up as expected empirically.
Thankfully, we also see that the average runtimes of tasks
have decreased which was our goal.
5 Related Work
Other work includes BOINC, a system to use volun-
teer nodes for doing large-scale computation [1]. Un-
like Nebula, BOINC does not take locality into account
with regards to computation placement nor does it store
data on volunteer systems. Additionally, BOINC does
not run applications in a strong sandbox the way Neb-
ula uses NaCl, and so it has more information about the
underlying hardware and can use this in scheduling de-
cisions. Nebula cannot probe the underlying system for
much information and, as a result, information about the
hardware must be found through other means.
Previous work in meeting reliability targets on vol-
unteer nodes includes RIDGE [4]. RIDGE provided
BOINC with a scheduler similar to that developed in this
paper. However, due to the lack of a strong sandbox
and the use of centralized data storage, the results of the
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Figure 3: Tasks being executed simultaneously over the execution of the application
Figure 4: Compute nodes being utilized over the execution of the application
RIDGE paper cannot be directly applied to Nebula.
Other work in scheduling on wide-area distributed sys-
tems includes solutions for multi-cluster systems like G-
Hadoop [10]. These systems assume the existence of
traditional cloud clusters which are linked together over
a wide-area network. Although related, this problem is
distinct from the one being addressed by Nebula.
6 Future Work
In Section 1, we noted that Nebula has limited support for
replication in data storage. Nebula creates three copies of
data, but this may be too few in many cases or excessive
in the case of intermediate data. Extending this to be
Byzantine fault-tolerant for data that should persist may
reduce data loss and the number of task re-executions.
This can be done in a manner similar to the cloud-of-
clouds storage backend in SCFS [3]. However, Byzan-
tine fault-tolerance comes with high overhead even with
the use of Reed-Solomon codes, so clients should have
some mechanism of indicating whether this is desirable.
An use-case for this is Nebula MapReduce where inter-
mediate data is deleted soon after it is created.
7 Conclusion
Cluster computing has become the de facto platform for
running data intensive compute jobs. While this system
fits the needs of many applications well, there are ap-
plications which incur high overhead in this computing
platform. In particular, analysis on data that is widely
distributed is inefficient. Nebula is a cloud infrastruc-
ture that explores the use of volunteer resources to solve
this issue. While Nebula uses data locality to reduce the
runtime of jobs, it does little to prevent failures from af-
fecting the performance of the system.
It is important to speculatively create redundant copies
of computational tasks to reduce average runtime per
task. On the other hand, redundant computation adds
overhead to the system that reduces overall throughput.
We introduced a scheduler that maintains estimates of
reliability for all compute nodes and schedules tasks to
meet reliability targets. Having the target reliability be
configurable makes it simple to adjust based on the needs
of particular jobs. By using the notion of reliability, we
were able to avoid placing static requirements on the
number of redundant copies to execute allowing us to
balance redundancy and best-case throughput.
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